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Quote, Allison Parent: “If it seems easy you are probably missing something.”

Tasks for this week.  Inventory skills and tools acquired in 2 years of Electronics 
courses.  Introduction to the phase locked loop block diagram.

First Week look at Course Outcomes:

Analysis and design of single transistor and op-amp AC and DC feedback networks
A catalog of sinusoidal waveform generators
Design with transformers
Electronic multiplier/phase detector: Gilbert Cell, Diode Ring, and Exclusive OR
Interfacing between analog and digital circuits
Phase locked loop--acquiring lock
Phase locked loop--locked
Applying Electronics Engineering course work to open-ended projects
Introduction to Electronic Prototyping

Make a plan for attaining the 323 knowledge and skills

Make a plan for a successful project

Topics this week: Prototyping and High Frequency, Transformers, basic skills.

This week in lab: Envelope sketch, basic understanding, and LTspice simulation of 
diode ring mixer.  How to prototype basic high frequency circuits.  No lab meetings 
first week of quarter, ask each other and Madeleine if you need help with LTspice 
simulations.

Ungraded exercise--self study.  Due in class Tuesday April 5.  Review the course 
outcomes above and pick two that interest you.  Find pages in the text that cover 
those topics, and make a study plan to learn the material quickly, as if you are    
going to be interviewed on that topic next week for the coolest job in the world.  
Turn in one page listing the two topics, textbook page numbers, and a  problem  
you have created to demonstrate your understanding of each topic.

Note: In ECE 323 we often solve problems in an active learning environment, pass 
around working examples of hardware, and debug design/construction issues.  
This happens in class, and attendance is expected for success.  Interaction in a 
technical environment is one of the primary skills that interesting local groups look 
for when selecting interns.


